DATA SHEET

Reagent: 16731176/B BB83 plasma

Catalog Number: 12527

Lot Number: 140106

Provided: 0.5 mL of plasma. The plasma has not been heat-inactivated.

Host or Host Site: Human

Sterility: Not tested

Description: Plasma collected from an individual infected with subtype C HIV-1. Subtype was determined by sequencing both the gag and env regions.

Recommended Storage: Keep at 4°C for short term storage and -80°C for long term storage. Avoid freeze-thaw cycles as reagent degradation may result.

Contributor: Lynn Morris


NOTE: Acknowledgment for publications should read "The following reagent was obtained through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: Catalog #12527, 16731176/B BB83 plasma from Lynn Morris."